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For many years, Canadian investors have adopted a global approach to investing in large cap global 
developed equity markets, whether replacing separate United States (U.S.) and international (non-
North American) mandates, or by adding a global large cap allocation alongside existing regional 
mandates. Investors are increasingly extending the global approach to include an allocation to 
global small cap equities to further diversify portfolios.

Key merits of global small cap

Not that  
small

Over 3,200 global small cap companies have a 
market capitalization greater than US $1 billion 

Breadth  
and depth

Largest stock is only 0.2% of the index and there 
is broader sector diversification compared to 
other major market indices 

Alpha 
opportunities

Global small cap markets are less researched by 
the analyst community compared with large cap 
developed equity markets, which creates added 
value opportunities for independent research by 
active managers

Background to global small cap 
Global small cap stocks offer investors the ability to 
benefit from a unique opportunity set. The MSCI World 
Small Cap Index captures small cap representation 
across 23 developed market countries and covers 
approximately 14% of the free float-adjusted market 
capitalization in each country. Compared to a domestic 
context, the global small cap opportunities are not that 
small; there are over 3,200 companies with a market 
capitalization greater than US $1 billion at December 31, 
2021. There were only 229 such companies in the  
S&P/TSX Composite Index. 

The largest individual stock in the global small cap 
index represents only 0.2% of the index. In contrast, the 
largest individual stock at the end of 2021 in the S&P/
TSX Composite Index represented 6.4% of the index. 

Moreover, the largest 15 stocks in the Canadian equity 
market index account for 48% of the index, while the 
largest 15 stocks in the global small cap index represent 
less than 0.5%. It would require the largest 718 stocks 
to achieve 48% index representation in the global small 
cap index, highlighting the much broader investment 
opportunity set offered by the global small cap universe.

Many of the stocks in the global small cap universe 
are household names in their local market, and some 
even have a global brand recognition. For example, 
L’Occitane, the manufacturer, marketer, and retailer 
of natural and organic skincare and beauty products; 
Samsonite, the world’s best-known and largest travel 
luggage company; and IWG, which offers short-term 
(and long-term) workspace solutions around the world, 
including well-known brands such as Regus.
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The diversification benefits of global small cap go 
beyond individual stocks. While the major Canadian 
indices are heavily skewed to the financial, energy, and 
material sectors (see Figure 1), the global small cap 
markets provide representation across a broader range 
of sectors, including higher exposure to consumer 
discretionary (e.g., companies in the restaurant, 
luxury goods and travel industries) and health care. 

Figure 1 – Small Cap Sector Diversification Merits 

MSCI Global  
Small Cap  
Index (%)

S&P/TSX 
Composite 
Index (%)

Energy 3.5 13.1

Materials 7.3 11.5 

Industrials 18.8 12.0

Consumer Discretionary 13.4 3.6 

Consumer Staples 4.3 3.7 

Health Care 10.5 0.8 

Financials 13.4 32.2

Information Technology 12.6 10.7 

Communication Services 3.1 4.7

Utilities 2.7 4.5 

Real Estate 10.4 3.1 

Total 100 100

Source: MSCI and Thomson Reuters Datastream. Data as at December 31, 2021

Over the last 10 years, the global small cap index has 
achieved the strongest return, albeit with greater 
volatility (Figure 2). As with all markets, it is important 
to understand the investment risks. 

Figure 2 – 10-Year Risk and Return (Ending Dec. 31, 2021)
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Source: MSCI and Thomson Reuters Datastream.  
Note: Index returns are in Canadian dollars.

Understanding the risks  
While active managers can mitigate some of the risks 
through research and careful selection of individual 
stocks, when it comes to global small caps, investors 
should recognize the following:

 ▪ Liquidity risk: It can take longer to trade a small cap 
stock compared to large cap stocks. 

 ▪ Information flow: While higher insider ownership 
associated with small cap stocks aligns with 
the interests of investors, it can also lead to less 
transparency and flow of information common with 
global large cap investments. 

 ▪ Large competitors: Small companies do not have the 
same access to credit markets as larger companies, 
which can sometimes limit a small company from 
realizing its potential. 

Recognizing the potential benefits 
Offsetting the risks are a number of potential benefits  
of global small cap investments:

 ▪ Growth opportunity: For investors who can identify 
the next generation of small companies that grow 
faster and graduate into the large cap segment, the 
reward is significant. 

 ▪ Greater alignment of interest: Global small cap 
companies tend to have a more focused line of 
business and higher insider ownership, resulting in 
greater alignment of interests between the owners 
and shareholders. 

 ▪ Sector opportunity: Investors can benefit from the 
higher consumer discretionary and health care sector 
representation offered by the global small cap index. 
For example, consumer-spending patterns indicate 
the consumer discretionary sector is likely to perform 
well over the long term. The health care sector 
should also benefit from demographic aging in the 
developed world.

 ▪ Added value opportunity: Small cap companies also 
tend to be less externally researched by the analyst 
community. As a result, active managers have a greater 
opportunity to outperform their index benchmark by 
identifying companies whose share price does not 
fully reflect their intrinsic value or growth prospects. 
Based on the eVestment database, 75% of managers 
in the active global small cap universe outperformed 
the MSCI World Small Cap Index over the 5 years 
ended December 31, 2021, with a median excess 
return of 2.3% per annum. 
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▪ Style offset opportunity: At the end of 2021, over 
4,500 companies were in the MSCI World Small Cap 
Index. The broader opportunity set has led to an 
increased number of global small cap strategies offered 
by systematic (quantitative) investment managers. 
With a systematic approach, an investment manager 
is able to benefit from a breadth of understanding 

on a large universe of companies, compared to the 
depth of understanding associated with fundamental 
managers, who are focused on selecting a smaller 
number of companies to invest in. As for other equity 
markets, investors who can accommodate multiple 
managers in an asset class can benefit from the 
complementary systematic and fundamental styles. 

Case for global small cap equities 

The need for higher returns to offset lower yielding fixed income assets while being mindful of total portfolio risk 
is at the forefront of the minds of investors. By introducing a global small cap equity component to portfolios, 
investors can benefit from a broader opportunity set, the less externally researched nature of small cap stocks, 
which offers the potential to generate returns in excess of the index through active management.

Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial Group’s Strategic Exchange is an initiative to promote dialogue, understanding and the 
development of solutions to the often complex investment challenges faced by institutional investors. 

Under the direction of Peter Muldowney, SVP, Head of Institutional & Multi-Asset Strategy, we bring together investors and 
consultants in a variety of interactive, educational forums. We also produce thought pieces addressing issues that are top of 
mind to those involved in managing and overseeing various asset pools.

For more information, please contact:
Peter Muldowney  
Senior Vice President, Head of Institutional  
& Multi-Asset Strategy  
Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial Group
pmuldowney@cclgroup.com 
416-304-6810
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This Presentation is not an offer to buy or sell, nor a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security or other financial instrument advised by CC&L Financial Group. This Presentation does not contain 
certain material information about the strategy, including important risk disclosures. An investment in the strategy is not suitable for all investors, and before making an investment in the strategy, you 
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in this Presentation.

This material may contain information obtained from third parties including: Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (BofAML), S&P Global Ratings, and MSCI.

Source: Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (BofAML), used with permission. BofAML permits use of the BofAML indices related data on an “As Is” basis, makes no warranties regarding 
same, does not guarantee the suitability, quality, accuracy, timeliness, and/or completeness of the BofAML indices or any data included in, related to, or derived therefrom, assumes no liability in 
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This may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from credit ratings agencies such as S&P Global Ratings. Reproduction and distribution of third party content in any 
form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of the related third party. Third party content providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any 
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